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We proudly present you the Hellenic Air Force Lockheed Martin F-16 C Block 52+ Zeus Demo
Team diecast model as produced by Herpa  in 1:72 scale.

      

  MODEL BOX
  

This is the box of the model and what will you really see when you first open it. Metal model is
provided in pieces which are carefully packed using clear plastic protective cases.

  

  

  DETAILS
  

The model presents the specially painted Hellenic Air Force Lockheed Martin F-16C Block 52+
of the Zeus Demo Team. This particular airplane (S/N 99-1523/523) belongs to 340 Squadron
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(Μοίρα-Mira) "Fox" (Aleppou) at Soúda Air Base. Model is produced by Herpa (model Item:
HE580380) in scale 1:72 as member of the Herpa Wings 1:72 Series Die-cast.

  

HAF 340th Squadron was the first squadron of the Hellenic Air Force to receive the Block 52
version of the F-16C Fighting Falcon as the deliverable of the Peace Xenia III program by
Lockheed Martin. They are equipped with the so-called "Conformal" (CFT) tanks, which cling
aerodynamically to the hull. Not only the amazing performance, but it is even more the
extraordinary the livery of this jet what makes the name after the ancient Greek God father Zeus
jet to the star of every air show.

  

What is important to share is that Herpa designers cooperated closely with the Zeus artwork
Team. That way the model was prepared under the license of Zeus Demo Team presenting a
model as close to the original aircraft as possible.

  

  

  HERPA 1:72 Military Models
  

By working closely with manufacturers in the auto, aviation and transportation industries, Herp
a Miniaturmodelle GmbH
manufactures highly detailed, quality cars, trucks and airplane miniatures. Producing both
diecast metal and plastic models, Herpa releases a wide variety of pre-constructed models, as
well as many model kits. Herpa Wings are die-cast model airplanes trademarked under Herpa
of Germany. The collection includes 250 airlines under 17 different aircraft manufacturers in
over 1,200 versions. The mainstay of Herpa Wings is in the 1:500 scale, while model airliners
are also produced in the 1:400, 1:200, 1:1000, and 1:160 scales. Herpa Wings model airliners
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may also be used in conjunction with Herpa's SCENIX series, which includes model diorama
airports and airport accessories. In 1990, the model airplanes sported authentic miniaturizations
of the engines and rolling landing gear from the various manufacturers. By 1992, Herpa Wings
is established. The first 1/500 plane miniatures are presented to the public at the Nuremberg
Toy Fair, and several airlines place orders for planes in their respective liveries. A licensing
contract with aircraft manufacturer Boeing was signed in 1995. In 1996, Herpa Wings offered
propeller driven planes for the first time in the 1/500 scale with the release of an ATR-72 model.
Also, Herpa Wings produced for Condor the replica of their anniversary plane, the "Rizzi Bird",
which is still one of the most difficult models in the Herpa Wings range. The first set of airport
accessories was also produced. In 1997, issue 1 of the magazine for collectors of airplane
models, WingsWorld, was released in June. A new range of airplane replicas in the 1/200 scale
are released. In 1999, the Herpa Wings Club and the first models of airport buildings in the
1/500 scale are produced. Herpa also celebrated its 50th anniversary as a collectables
manufacturer in 1999. In 2018 Herpa finally introduced a line of 1:72 military aircraft models, as
well. Throughout the years, Herpa’s commitment to utilizing the latest technology to produce
high quality, highly detailed models, has earned them a top spot among model collectors.

  

  

We would like to sincerely Thank Herpa Miniaturmodelle GmbH  for the kind donation of the
model for the purposes of this review article.
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